
One of the most talked about aspects of the

recent Autoinform Live training event in Cork

was a training session presented by the Garage

Inspector, Andy Savva, which focused on how labour

was the key to success in any business and how many

garages fail to make the most of their labour time.

Mechanics and garage owners came away from this

armed with the knowledge of how a few relatively

small changes in their workshop organisation and

operating practices can make a huge difference to

productivity and ultimately profitability. 

Embracing these ideas J&S Automotive,

together with its trusted parts suppliers throughout

Ireland, is introducing a new initiative, aimed at

getting workshops and other motor trade businesses,

better organised and more efficient.  

Padraig Groogan of J&S says, “The principles

outlined at Autoinform apply in all types of business

including garages, bodyshops and motor factors. It is

all about having a logical storage system, with easy

access to items that you need throughout the working

day. Small time savings, especially on repetitive

processes, can add up to a huge boost in

productivity.”

As Andy Savva explained at Autoinform this idea

is especially relevant to garages, where labour sales

are key and time really is money. Yet all too many

garages are messy and disorganised meaning they are

losing out through unnecessary time wasting. 

Padraig says, “A clean and well organised

garage will be far more profitable and efficient. This

means having effective racking and storage, logically

laid out that offers easy access to tools and

equipment. Tools should have a set location and be

close at hand, laid out in size order, tyres should be

stored according to size and things like timing tools

clearly labelled.”

Padraig says that technicians also must adopt

good working practices, such as immediately

replacing tools in the correct location once used, so

that there is no search time. 

Under the new initiative, Padraig can advise

garages and motor factors on the best storage and

racking solutions for their needs and come up with

efficient design layouts that maximises the use of both

time and space. J&S can also supply and install tool

storage and racking solutions.  

For more information call Padraig Groogan
on 087-298-1826.

Question: We are experiencing a problem

with a 2010 Volkswagen Golf 1.4 TSI. The

engine malfunction indicator lamp (MIL) is

illuminated and the car is suffering with poor

throttle response. We have checked the

components that the stored trouble codes

relate to, but we cannot find a solution to the

fault. Do you have any ideas?

Answer: Yes, from the symptoms you

have described, the fault is likely to be due to

the crankcase breather hose rubber insert

causing the hose to separate at its connection

point. This fault affects several Volkswagen

models with CAXA engine code. Locate and

inspect the crankcase breather hose (Fig.1). If

the crankcase breather hose is disconnected,

fit a modified crankcase breather hose,

available from Volkswagen parts department.

Erase trouble codes and carry out road test to

ensure faults

have been

rectified. 

Efficient organisation
to help garages sell
more time

Volkswagen Golf -  Poor throttle response
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J&S Automotive is introducing a new initiative,
aimed at getting workshops & other motor trade
businesses, better organised & more efficient

Airtex Water Pump
improves VW
engine efficiency 

Strongline Autoparts have announced

the introduction of the innovative new

Airtex PSF Water Pump for VW Group 1.2

engine models.

The Airtex PSF (Pneumatic Switched

Flow) water pump (Part No: 1953) is a

patented design that uses a vacuum process

to vary the flow rate according to the

requirements of the engine. This means it

reduces the time for the engine to reach

optimum temperature, leading to improved

engine performance, increased economy

and lower emissions. It does this by acting

on the cooling system only when necessary,

helping the engine to be more efficient.

The pump is suitable for a large

number of applications using 1.2 Tsi VW

engines. These include; the VW Beetle,

Caddy, Golf, Jetta, Polo and Touran, the

Seat Ibiza, León, and Toledo and the Skoda

Fabia, Octavia, Rapid, Roomster and Yeti.

Airtex Water Pumps are
distributed in Ireland by Strongline
Autoparts and are available from
selected stockists nationwide.
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